In the present work, we report effect of variation of sulfur concentration, keeping the concentrations of Cu and tin constant for all the samples. The ratio of sulfur is varied as (Sn:S) 1:2, 1:4 and 1:6. Structural, Electrical and Optical properties of SnS:Cu films are studied using X -ray diffraction, Raman analysis, Hall measurements and UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy. From X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) analysis, we could prove that even the most inevitable oxygen content present in spray pyrolysis method can be Scire Science Multidisciplinary Journal, 1(1), 7-14 (2017) 
Introduction
In the face of recent research thin film solar cells emphasizes on synthesizing earth-abundant, non-toxic, cost-effective materials for large scale production of solar cells. Being an absorber layer, the material should be inexpensive and abundant along with appropriate opto-electronic properties. Considering these, SnS:Cu is a potential candidate (tin, sulfur and copper being abundant in nature and non-toxic). More over the doped binary compound (SnS:Cu) has simpler chemistry than many of the well established absorber materials with multi components. In this regard physical and electronic properties of Tin Sulfide attract special attention. Problems like lattice mismatch, defect density, high resistivity inhibits from attaining the estimated theoretical conversion efficiency about 24% (Loferski et al., 1956 2016). In this paper an attempt has been made to prepare SnS:Cu films with low oxygen content just by adjusting precursor ratio. Through this simple process, we could reduce oxygen to a very negligible order giving a different insight for the usual comment that for "sprayed films" Oxygen is a must! 
Materials and Methodology

Result and Discussion
X-ray diffractograms of Sulfur varied SnS:Cu samples are depicted in Figure 1 . All the samples have SnS Electrical properties of these samples are investigated through Hall measurement. Carrier concentration, resistivity, mobility and polarity are depicted in Table1.The polarity of all the samples are confirmed to be n-type. The S2 sample is found to have minimum resistivity along with enhanced mobility. Compositional analysis of the samples is carried out using XPS technique. Atomic concentration of each element is obtained and is shown in Table 2 . It is already reported that in Spray pyrolysis presence of excess tin concentration leads to n-type conduction ( a Ninan et al., 2016). Thus the values of atomic concentration also confirms the possibility for n-type polarity in Cu:SnS. Hence we fabricated oxygen reduced thin films using oxygen rich preparation technique.
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Conclusions
From the above characterization, we studied the structural, optical and compositional details of Sulfur varied SnS:Cu thin films. Most importantly we were able to confirm the possibility of preparing SnS:Cu thin films with reduced Oxygen, even using ambient oxygen preparation technique. This in turn is a good milestone for the fabrication of absorber layer to use in solar device.
Social relevance and expected outcome
We succeeded in synthesizing n-type SnS:Cu thin film which is very promising for photovoltaic application. We could fabricate homojuction Solar cells using both n-type and p-type SnS. This would reduce the lattice mismatch problem in SnS solar cells, which is considered as the main reason for low efficiency. All the elements used are non-toxic, abundant and is easily available.
